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A DIGITAL ROUTE TO
WORLD-CLASS SCOTLAND
DELIVERING ANY DEVICE,
ANYWHERE, ANYTIME.

A

s citizens, we can all
pursue our interests and
fulfil our expectations
of modern life by
embracing the digital
world. The potential ubiquity of
this digital revolution could allow
everyone to become connected.
In Scotland, the aspiration is to be
a world-class digital nation. This is
a worthy vision that is easy to say,
yet it is much harder to define,
develop and deliver.
Such an aspiration starts with
deciphering the diverse needs
and sustainable requirements
of Scotland’s population,
businesses and institutions.
These needs will ultimately
be met by achieving the world
class vision.
The imperative has been to
make ‘world-class digital
Scotland’ more than a pipe
dream or an intellectual exercise
in crystal ball gazing: it must become
a daily reality for all of Scotland’s
people: for those living on a remote
Hebridean island, it means access
to digital platforms that an urban
dweller takes for granted; for lower
income families, it means access to
high-quality information, services and
entertainment at an affordable level;
for at-home workers, it means
rapid access to cloud-based
technology or video conferencing;
for entrepreneurial businesses, it
means a working environment
where levels of transactional latency
are so minuscule that operating in
Edinburgh, Glasgow or Stornoway,
rather than Manchester or London,
is not a disadvantage. All of this

requires inter-connected digital
solutions – yet everyone has
unique needs.
––––––
Take for example, Rick and Linda,
a typical Scottish family, who share
a vision for their country. They want
their children and partners, and their
future grand-children to prosper in
a safe and successful nation. While
Rick and Linda have been fortunate
in their ability to embrace the digital
revolution, often working on the
move and enjoying their leisure by

For entrepreneurial businesses,
operating in Edinburgh, Glasgow
or Stornoway, rather than
Manchester or London, should
not be a disadvantage

being connected to the internet, they
appreciate that the future for their
three working-age children could be
very different. Charlie and his partner
run a remote Ross-shire eco-hotel,
Jackie works in sales for a Kelso
textile firm, while Ray, the oldest,
manages a financial services firm
in Glasgow. Rick and Linda have
managed to pursue their interests
and fulfil their ambitions of modern
life by keeping them in touch.
However, through their own family
stories, they recognise there is not a
fair and level digital playing field for
all and there is a risk of creating a
digital divide if this not addressed.
In Scotland, the aspiration is to be a
world-class digital nation. This means

meeting the unique and individual
requirements of everyone, so that
every person, every community and
every business in Scotland can be
digitally included with the opportunity
to access and use the technology
they require. This is the kind of
aspiration that meets the full approval
from the likes of the Andersons.
Advanced level smart connections
must become a daily reality for all of
Scotland’s people: for those living on
a remote Hebridean island, it means
access to digital platforms that an
urban dweller takes for granted;
for lower income families, it
means access to high-quality
information, services and
entertainment at an affordable
level; for at-home workers, it
means rapid access to cloudbased technology or video
conferencing. All of this requires
inter-connected digital solutions
– reflecting that everyone has
unique needs.
––––––
The crux is ultimately enhanced
digital democracy: ensuring access
for those who require it, the
development of core skills for
both civic user and consumer, the
applications of smart technology
and software to allow the reform
of public sector services and
healthcare and the ability to
revolutionise business.
All this is underpinned by the
pipes, masts, miles of copper and
fibre cables and aerials that surround
us, day-in, day out. A reliable and
comprehensive infrastructure will
provide the foundation for a world
class digital nation.
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CHASING THE
FRONT RUNNERS

S

COTLAND is not alone in its aspiration. Many progressive
nations around the world are trying to define what their digital
needs will be in the next 15 years and beyond and what
different aspects are needed to support this. We might seek
to benchmark ourselves against countries such as Sweden,
Finland, Australia, South Korea, Canada, and Singapore, but we also
need to ensure that all of Scotland’s users have access to a network
that equals the very best of the rest of Europe and beyond. Without
this, Scotland’s long-term competitiveness will decline.
So how is Scotland taking the steps to become a world-class
digital nation? The Scottish Government has developed the
world-class vision and is now working with Scottish Futures
Trust (SFT) to define and deliver the key enablers required
to deploy the digital infrastructure needed to make
Scotland a competitive nation. This central role
includes working closely with a number of
different partners: for example, UK
Government, industry, the regulator and
other key bodies in the sector. Without
this partnership approach, delivery
of a world class user experience
is unlikely to happen.
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STEPPING UP:
THE SCOTTISH FUTURES TRUST

S

Tony Rose, the head of SFT Connect, and
FT has been tasked with turning
a former director of the infrastructure team
the world-class vision into a set
at PwC, says: “There is not simply one digital
of proposals and outcomes
Scotland: there is a myriad of different
through the development of a
versions. What we are doing is establishing
digital roadmap. SFT Connect
a roadmap for delivering the world-class
has been set up with a team of individuals
infrastructure which will underpin the
with a unique blend of telecoms industry
world-class vision for Scotland.’’
and infrastructure finance expertise;
this includes
It will be this
infrastructure
roadmap which
financiers previously
will guide and
with the Big Four
drive delivery.
There is not simply
advisory firms,
Rose and his
one digital Scotland: there is a
executives and
team have devised
myriad of different versions.
technical specialists
their programme
from UK Telcos,
on a simple ethos.
a former head
There is the clear
of wireless with
expectation that
London Olympic
it
is
the
private
sector’s
job to supply
2012 and senior minds steeped in
investment, with the public sector
the telecoms strategy and regulatory
stepping in to support them.
environment. This base brings together
“In essence, we are pursuing
a track record of public sector
alternative approaches to the public
infrastructure delivery and innovation,
sector’s existing way of intervening in the
supported by specialist skills and
market. We are looking at the different
expertise in the fields of telecoms
levers the public sector can use to drive
technology, law and regulation
beneficial change,’’ says Rose.
and finance.

1

The Scottish Futures Trust was created in 2008 with a
remit to deliver value for money across the public sector’s
infrastructure investment.
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SCOTLAND’S
DEMANDING LANDSCAPE
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F Scotland was a flat country with no
existing infrastructure, the task might
be easier. It would involve spending
money on laying state-of-the art fibre
networks in the ground, putting up
masts to connect the whole country, and
giving everyone the latest technology. By
the nature of Scotland’s undulating terrain,
with hills, mountains, glens and sea lochs
makes communication more difficult.
Radio signals do not penetrate the granite
rocks of Scotland, and cannot easily reach
the outer islands where infrastructure
has been lacking. It is the 21st century
repetition of the problem of connecting
remote homes to the national electricity
grid, when rural Scots were among the last
in the UK to get the benefit of switching
on mains electric power. The same issue
has arisen with digital inclusion. Across
Scotland, there is a patchwork of
infrastructure and patchy levels of mobile
coverage which means there is no
consistency of user experience. Even
in some denser urban environments, the
coverage is much poorer than it should be
and the user’s experience of the internet
and the services it enables is frustrating
and disappointing. Ultimately, it is this user
experience, and how it meets expectation
that is key to assessing the success of
any intervention.
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The aspiration is to enhance this user
experience through advances in fixed
and wireless technology, wider access
to the underlying infrastructure such as
ducts and poles for telecoms providers,
as well as developments in wi-fi, radio
spectrum and deployment of fibre.
Ultimately, it will be this fibre availability
that will drive change given its ability
to carry more traffic and address
challenges of distance and capacity
that copper cannot currently deal with.

Across Scotland, there is a patchwork
of infrastructure and patchy levels of
mobile coverage

These emerging developments, often
incremental, with better use of existing
optical and wireless technology will again
build on Scotland’s base infrastructure to
further enable residential customers and
businesses to achieve significantly faster
network speeds, lower latency, and the
ability to handle more internet-connected
devices.

challenges with gaining access to
information. Commercial sensitivities of
major service providers meant it had
previously been difficult to determine this
exactly. They have been piecing together
the jigsaw, using the information and
tools that are available.

“ At the heart of the
digital debate, it is
not just the speed
that matters, it is the
user experience.’’
Tony Rose

“At the heart of the digital debate, it is
not just the speed that matters, it is the
user experience,’’ says Rose. “If we don’t
think about this for the good of wider
Scotland, then we could enter a future
which has not been determined by
ourselves. Instead it is the commercial
service providers who are determining
where and for whom opportunities will
arise by virtue of the locations where
they choose to deploy their high speed
mobile or fixed networks. There needs
to be opportunity for all regardless of
location. As a society and as a nation
we need to take greater control in
determining the future.’’
The SFT Connect team began by
establishing a baseline to understand the
current state of the digital infrastructure
in Scotland and its capabilities. This was
an obvious starting point, yet there are

“Initial mapping used an existing
system, developed by the Scottish
Government, and we drew on existing
public sector interventions and
information, such as the Emergency
Service Mobile Communications
programme, Community Broadband
Scotland, and the Digital Scotland
Superfast Broadband Programme to
understand the digital infrastructure
landscape,’’ explains Rose.
This has built a more comprehensive
picture of the infrastructure across all
of Scotland. Rose and his team coupled
this with added industry information and
intelligence to gain an understanding
about the likely plans of mobile and
broadband operators. This infrastructure
intelligence enabled the team to identify
any significant gaps in Scotland’s digital
infrastructure. These ‘not-spots’ – rather
than ‘hot-spots’ - are part of the digital
deficit requiring early action.

Scottish Futures Trust: Digital
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A PICTURE
OF WORLD-CLASS

W

HAT are the impacts
of a world class
digital Scotland? SFT
commissioned Deloitte
to assess the potential
impact of the digitalisation of Scotland.
This was not intended to be a future
forecast, but rather a demonstration of
the benefits and gains that could accrue
to Scotland if it achieved world class.
In essence, reaching the pinnacle
would see 99% of Scots using the
internet, with fixed data usage 20 times
higher than in 2014, and mobile usage
over 100 times higher. For Scotland in
2030, this means no digital divide, and
nearly everyone using the internet to

gather information on goods and
services and using secure, online
banking. It would mean a potential GDP
increase of £13Bn, 175,000 extra digital
jobs, 6,000 new small businesses and
increased exports. For Scottish
businesses, it means 98% of firms
using the cloud, with 75% selling a
larger proportion online, and 90% of
public services and smart government
delivered online. It is estimated that 130
million devices will be connected to the
internet of things, and advanced devices
will monitor our health, and enhance our
learning and education. Ultimately, this
picture is based upon a connected nation
in terms of skills, self-confidence, access
and the underpinning infrastructure.

“The Deloitte2 report
was a significant
stepping stone for us.
It allowed us to plot
the economic and
social impacts of a
number of future
world scenarios,’’
Tony Rose

2 The economic and social impacts of
enhanced digitalisation in Scotland;
Deloitte report for the Scottish
Futures Trust, July 2015.

POTENTIAL SCENARIOS
It defined four potential scenarios by 2030:

B

A

INCREMENTAL
IMPROVEMENT

THE
COUNTERFACTUAL
A possible position
if there was little
consideration or
drive to change the
nature of Scotland’s
digital capacity.

Involving incremental
change and direction
into the medium term,
rather than looking
to future proof
Scotland’s capability.

C
BUILDING ON
SCOTLAND’S
WORLD-CLASS
VISION
With the nation
aiming for the top.

D
SCOTLAND AS
AN ICT WORLD
LEADER
With the country
being recognised
as a digital world
leader.

£13bn GDP
increase
£4.5bn tax
uplift
£3nb export
increase
£2,000 wages
increase/
worker
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THE INTERNET
OF THINGS
The new rule for the future is going to be,
“Anything that can be connected, will be
connected.”
This includes everything from mobile phones,
toasters, washing machines, headphones,
lamps, wearable devices, cars and lampposts;
in fact, almost any other day-to-day piece of
machinery you can think of. It also applies to
industrial hardware, to components of
machines, for example a jet engine of an
airplane or the drill of an oil rig. If it has an on
and off switch then chances are it can be a part
of the IoT. The IoT is a giant network of
connected “things” (which also includes
people). The relationship will be people to
people, people to machines, and machines to
machines.

BY 2030

99%

95%

SCOTTISH
PEOPLE WITH
ACCESS TO
THE INTERNET

BUSINESS
USING CLOUD
COMPUTING
SERVICES

90%

75%

ACCESSING
NUMEROUS
PUBLIC SERVICES
ONLINE

BUSINESSES
SELLING
ONLINE

130M

175K

CONNECTED
DEVICES IN
SCOTLAND

DIGITALLY
EMPOWERED
JOBS CREATED

DATA USAGE

26X

HIGHER THAN
2014 IN
SCOTLAND

130M
CONNECTED
DEVICES IN
SCOTLAND

6,000
SMALL
BUSINESSES
CREATED
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IDENTIFYING THE KEY STAKEHOLDERS
IN A COMPLEX MARKET

Fixed
Networks

Mobile
Network
Operations

Over the Top
Providers

Infrastructure
Providers

Entertainment
Providers

Hosting
Companies

Altern. or
Hybrid network
operators

Internet
Service
Providers

Integrators

T

HE digital market is complex,
made up of many diverse
organisations offering different
solutions and products. There
is also frequent amalgamation
and merger activity which has blurred
the landscape, alongside new entrants
and ‘disruptors’. From the massive
entertainment companies, such as BBC,
Sky, Virgin Media and BT Sport, some
with fixed networks, to content providers
such as Google, Apple, Netflix, retailers
such as Amazon, through to the mobile
telco operators, such as Vodafone, Three,
O2 and BT/EE, and resellers such as
Lebara and Tesco. Then there are also
the alternative operators including
Easynet, Worldcom and TalkTalk, and
business internet service providers, such

8
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as Brightsolid, Commsworld, and Demon.
Coupled with this are the current
infrastructure builders, such as Virgin,
Cisco, Wireless Infrastructure Group,
Arqiva and CityFibre. It is a complex
1,000-piece jigsaw of commercial
interests, with a combined investment
across the UK in the next five years of
over £21bn, and where regulation by
OfCom determines the rules of the
game. For Scottish Government and
SFT to work towards the vision they
need to fully understand the drivers and
the aspirations of all these commercial
telecoms players. Armed with this
information, the public sector can
make informed decisions on where
its efforts should be concentrated.

Mobile
Network
Resellers

SCOTLAND’S RECENT
TELECOMS INVESTMENT

S
“We will need a
different approach to
attain world-class
status in Scotland.”
Neil Rutherford

COTLAND has seen significant
digital investment across the
country from both the public
sector and industry. The Digital
Scotland Superfast Broadband
project is seeing Scottish Government and
BT deliver a combined investment of
c£400m rolling out fibre to the cabinet
across Scotland. Other fixed providers such
as Virgin and CityFibre are also planning to
invest hundreds of millions of investment
in selected Scottish Cities to enhance
broadband provision. Mobile operators O2,
Vodafone, Three and EE are delivering
significantly increased 4G coverage with
obligations to provide high levels of both
geographic and population coverage.
This investment is undoubtedly going to
improve the digital picture for many, but
not all. There is no magic bullet to ensure
everyone gets the digital world they
want or require. Ultimately, the Scottish
Government and SFT has to take additional
action to ensure communities, businesses
and individuals are not left behind.

“We will need a different approach
to attain world-class status in Scotland.
Our work looks to make sure the private
sector still does the things it should
do and also how we can enhance the
business, regulatory, tax and economic
environment to make that investment
happen. Ultimately, it may that additional
public sector funding is required,
however, all the levers need to be
considered,” says Neil Rutherford, Rose’s
colleague on the SFT Connect team.
“There will be places where the
commercial market is not interested in
capital investment, so we may have to
address any digital divide and put in place
the infrastructure where the market won’t
go. This all feeds back to the world-class
delivery roadmap,’’ he says.
This is turn will help stimulate demand,
increase participation and encourage the
growth of start-up businesses in areas
previously hampered by poor or nonexistent reception.

Scottish Futures Trust: Digital
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A NECESSITY FOR
GLOBAL BUSINESS

S

COTLAND’S businesses
(primarily small and medium
enterprises) now compete in
a global market place. The
internet means the exchange
of goods and services are transacted
over digital platforms. Increasingly,
devices of all kind will be powered
through the internet. The time it takes
for an item of data to be whipped at the
speed of light is called latency. It means
that the transfer of data has a time
delay. While this time delay is currently
significant for high end, real-time
transactions in the sphere of financial
and commodity trading, it does have an
impact on transactions. Scotland remains
a major financial and banking nation and
connectivity is essential to allow firms to
increase their services. Scotland has no
‘Tier One’ internet exchange and all major
traffic is routed through London or
Manchester.
As we move towards the ‘internet of
things’ and for Scotland to be ‘futureproofed’ there will be an expectation
and requirement that it has internet
exchanges that provide high speed
connectivity and connect with the world
through a diverse range of international
routes. While this is a commercial
decision, there becomes a national
imperative to ensure that Scotland
does not fall behind in its ability to
connect globally.

Scotland remains a major
financial and banking nation
and connectivity is essential
to allow firms to increase
their services.

10
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THE DELIVERY OF
LOCAL SERVICES

S

COTLAND’S 32 local councils
have all been operating in a
changed world. Financial
constraints mean there is an
urgent requirement to deliver
services in a more effective and efficient
way. While digital transformation allows
local authorities and the Scottish
Government to become more effective –
it requires all citizens to be digitally
literate, connected and sufficiently
confident to use online services.
Increasing digital participation is a corner
stone of delivering public service. In the
future, it is likely the majority of local
council transactions will be done
electronically. This remains one of the
ambitions for Scotland achieving a worldclass digital nation status, but there are
significant steps still to take. The digital
education of citizens, particularly older
members of the population who have
been bypassed by the digital revolution,
must be done with tact and care, helping
to build up the self-confidence and trust
of users.

Public services that are digitally
transformed will be able to cater for the
full spectrum of learning, social service,
knowledge-sharing with citizens, but they
must be designed so that costs can be
saved through the use of technological
innovation and services enhanced.

FLEXIBLE
REGULATION

O

FCOM is increasing its
presence in Scotland
and this is a welcome
broadening of its resource
base and recognition of the
potentially differing market conditions
across the UK. In the recent Strategic
Review of Digital Connectivity, OFCOM
identified a clear vison for future telecoms
provision that is closely aligned to the
Scottish Government’s World Class vision,
and we are working closely with OFCOM
to establish what more can be done from
a regulatory perspective to enable this
vision to become a reality. There are a
number of areas that we believe could
enhance this for Scotland that include:

•

Develop a more active requirement
of operators to demonstrate delivery
of actual user experience as opposed
to planned or predicted experience;

•

Evidence based assessment that to
confirm that the competition based
regulatory approach for both premise
and mobile service provision is
delivering the advertised user
experience; and

•

Consideration of more locational
remedies to address the digital
infrastructure deficit in Scotland and
stimulate innovative investment and
service coverage; examples of this
include the utilisation of spectrum
and its allocation and sharing.

•

We will continue to work with Scottish
Government and OFCOM to address the
importance of these and other aspects
of the regulatory framework to enable
the OFCOM Vision to be delivered for
the all of the UK.

the establishment of a more
comprehensive understanding of
industry investment plans to enable
the regulator to better inform the
development of future interventions
or enabling legislation;

Scottish Futures Trust: Digital
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DELIVERING FOR
TOMORROW

S

FT’s work grew out of an
initiative called Demonstrating
Digital, which the Scottish
Government jump-started
to deliver connectivity for
challenging environments. This has
included mobile masts in rural and
island locations, provision of affordable
broadband services in housing
associations and trialling cutting-edge
new technology in central Glasgow and
Orkney. This work has expanded under
SFT’s remit, and has been supplemented
by the industry analysis, developing the
delivery roadmap and guidance and
advice over European and UK
government policy and regulations.

DEMONSTRATING
DIGITAL

T

HIS first phase has been
driven by SFT Connect’s Derek
Graham, who has focused on
specific pilot projects across
Scotland.

“This work has been significant in
a number of ways. It allows us to
collaborate with partners to trial and test
fresh industry approaches that will then
allow us understand how we can deliver
a world-class service across Scotland,’’
he says.

Project delivery on the island of Coll has
paved the way for future initiatives on
nearby Tiree, the more populated Isle
of Arran, in the Firth of Clyde, and in the
Cairngorm National Park to improve
mobile coverage. While an innovative
TV ‘whitespace’ pilot looking at how
spectrum3, can be used (and re-used)
efficiently to enable mobile
communications, is pushing boundaries.
Ultimately, the work in Glasgow and
Orkney has enhanced the operational
know-how of Graham and his SFT
Connect colleagues, Warren Adkins,
Ivan Marjanovic and Rod MacFarlane.
3 Radio waves are a form of electromagnetic radiation which,
like visible light or infrared, make up a portion of the entire
spectrum. They cannot be perceived by human eyes or
ears. Depending on their frequency, radio waves can pass
through solid objects and travel long distances. This makes
them useful for mobile communications, broadcasting and
many other wireless applications (GSMA:
http://www.gsma.com/spectrum/about-radio-spectrum/).
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CONNECTING
COLL

S

Lavinia MacLean-Bristol, the chair of
COTLAND’S geographical
Development Coll, says the mast has
diversity means there are rural
made a real impact on this remote
and island areas of extremelyScottish community.
low population density. The
island of Coll in the Inner
“It has made a significant difference to
Hebrides is a tiny community of some
the community. It’s been an undoubted
150 people, which expands substantially
success. The farmers love it. For
during the summer months. It is a holiday
example, the local farmer can order his
destination for those seeking peace
animal fed when he is out and about
and quiet and natural beauty. The local
rather than making the call at home.’
community organisation, Development
She also commended the work of the
Coll, began working with partners to
SFT Connect saying Derek Graham’s
dramatically improve the digital
involvement has been
connectivity for the
vital. State funding
island. This meant the
The Coll project has stimulated
of £165,000 was
community taking
wider mobile industry engagement
provided to build
ownership of a radio
acting as a catalyst for further
the mast, a local
mast, with the Scottish
4G infill definition work
landowner agreed to
Government funding
a pepper-corn rental
its installation. The
of £1 per year. The annual operational
partners included Vodafone, Mono
costs, where the mobile operator’s
Consultants with funding contributions
electricity bill makes up a high
from several sources including Project
proportion of the overall spend, is a
Trust, SSE Community Fund, NHS
cause of concern for the not-for-profit
Highland, Wireless Infrastructure Group,
community organisation even though
Argyll & Bute Council, Scottish Fire &
there is an agreement between various
Rescue and Scottish Water.
parties including the rescue services,
The building of the mast then allowed
the NHS, the local council and Scottish
the commercial company, Vodafone,
Water. She remains concerned, although
to deliver 2/3 and 4G mobile services
SFT are continuing to work to attract
that were not previously seen as viable.
other mobile operators allowing them
Planning permission was given in March
to share the mast in order to strengthen
2014, and construction completed
the sustainability of the operational
in August, with mobile
model. The partners will pay their share
services operation
of electricity while other lessons learned
from March
have enabled SFT to ‘fine tune’ future
2015.
community mast projects.
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CONNECTING
NEW HOMES

S

COTLAND’S population is
growing and there is a need
for more homes. House
building is a competitive,
commercial activity where
firms have very different approaches
to providing fibre to new homes. Yet a
key element of building a world-class
Scotland is the widespread availability of
Fibre-To-The Home (FTTH). SFT Connect
has identified that intervention is needed
to work collaboratively with construction
firms and local authorities.
A pilot project in Aberdeenshire has
shown that teething problems,
exacerbated by house builders’ reticence
to deliver FTTH, need to be surmounted
in future housing projects across
Scotland. The lead on from this work is
to understand how we can ensure and
support the house building industry to
install ultrafast high-speed connectivity
at the outset of any build. This will lead to
an enhanced experience for future home

14
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owners, and potentially improved
property values for homes with superfast
connections.
“We’ve learned that being able to
replicate the end-to-end delivery of
ISP services over an alternative fibre
infrastructure is a challenge that
requires the buy-in from a multitude of
stakeholders from across the telecoms
industry. We’ve demonstrated that there
is a viable commercial business case
that could underpin this alternative
approach and will continue to investigate
opportunities in conjunction with the
house building and UK telecoms sectors
to demonstrate what can be achieved
in Scotland.” says Derek Graham.
Graham is confident that despite this
early set-back, more future homes and
properties in Scotland will be directly
connected with fibre as part of an
integrated, initial build, and not simply
an after-thought.

WINNING WITH
SOCIAL HOUSING

W

HILE the digital
revolution has created
a super highway, there
are still too many Scots
who have been bypassed. A world-class Scotland needs to
properly and fundamentally tackle this
exclusion. Glasgow Housing Association
(GHA) and BT set up a pilot project
with Scottish Government and SFT in
Knightswood, in Glasgow. The project,
which began in 2012, was to encourage
tenants and their families living in 138
flats at Kirkton Avenue to connect to
high-speed wi-fi access points
throughout the building. The flats include
temporary flats for homeless people.
The aim was to increase digital
participation by giving affordable
broadband at or below £5 per month.
GHA and its parent organisation
provided training support and access to
tablet devices, and more than 50% of
households signed up to take part. The
immediate benefits allowed those online
to improve their skills, reduce their fuel
bills, shop online for deal, and search
websites for work and educational
opportunities. From a local government’s
perspective, it also increased tenant’s
confidence in seeking advice on services
- or paying a bill.

“We worked closely with the housing
authority on the technical specification
for the broadband services, and we
acted as the neutral brokers in the
procurement process,’’ says Ivan
Marjanovic of SFT Connect.
The project was funded through
a £70,000 grant from the Scottish
Government, and the infrastructure
was fitted in June 2013, going live
in September and a 12-month
assessment began.
“This was a collaborative approach
with GHA and Wheatley Group and we
feel that we were able to quickly show
the benefits to people’s lives. Young
school pupils were able to do their
homework in the house in the evening,
while mothers and fathers were able
to use it to search for available
opportunities – and for leisure
purposes too.’’
“To see a ten-year-old girl from the
area gaining access to a tablet and
seeing her enjoy a colourful game for
the first time – and witness the opening
up of a new world – is a wonderful win,’’
says Marjanovic.
For SFT Connect, it has also allowed
the building of relationship with the
Wheatley Group to look at the rest
of its housing portfolio.
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FOSTERING INNOVATION
AND SCIENCE
TV White Spaces (TVWS) are
frequencies made available
for unlicensed use at locations
where spectrum is not being used
by licensed services, such as
television broadcasting; in simple
terms, it’s the static fuzz you got
on the screen of an old analogue
TV between channels!

“This is exactly the kind of
future-proof thinking we
need to be supporting in
Scotland.”
Derek Graham

S

FT Connect has also been
examining new commercial
technologies that have the
potential for scale. The use of
the ‘whitespace’ spectrum is
attracting interest in countries aspiring to
be world-class. It represents a new way
of managing radio spectrum and is likely
to make using the existing spectrum
more efficient, allowing high-quality realtime video streaming and enable local
wi-fi. It was attempting to allow high
definition video content to be streamed
through a cloud-based camera server.
Ofcom has been working with various
trials for the television bandwidth using
whitespace technology. The Glasgow
TV whitespace Pilot, in conjunction with
the University of Strathclyde, began in
2014, and has been supported by SFT
Connect, with funding from its
Demonstrating Digital programme.
The pilot, which acts as a showcase
and was featured on BBC Newsnight,
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has supported Ofcom in gathering data
to define new regulations in order
to stimulate future use. A further
TVWS pathfinder project has been
developed in Orkney to assess
if the technology can be utilised
to extend connectivity into rural
areas for community, tourismrelated and other public
services using the systems
that were successfully
demonstrated in the Glasgow
TVWS pilot. This is exactly the
kind of future-proof thinking
we need to be supporting
in Scotland. There will be a
number of changes in the
availability of spectrum in
the coming years. We need
to understand the implications,
and the regulators need to
work out how this will impact
telecoms services,’’ says
Graham.

THE SIX KEY
PILLARS

6 KEY PILLARS
PRINCIPLE ENABLERS (INTERLINKED)

Ducts

Fibre

Power

For the world-class
vision, SFT Connect
has also identified
six key pillars

Spectrum

Internet
Exchanges

T

he six key pillars outlined
above are essential to create
the environment for Scotland
to be ready for new 5G
connectivity. The International
Telecommunications Union has defined
that 5G ready networks will be capable
of 20Gbps and if this is to be available in
Scotland, the right infrastructure needs
to be in place. One key challenge is that
existing copper infrastructure will be
unable to sustain such a future high-speed
resilient network. Fibre is critical, and
the fundamental requirement will be to
have fibre reach as far into the network
as possible whether this to small cell
locations on street furniture or to rural
mast locations, or to buildings and
premises. If Scotland is going to be a
digitally world class nation this is going
to be key.
However it is not all about fibre; each
of the 6 pillars will need to be enhanced

Masts

and transformed. The ability to access
and more efficiently install underground
ducting infrastructure is critical to
enabling this proliferation of fibre and will
require collaborative working between
industry and the public sector to ensure
the correct infrastructure is delivered in
the right place at the right time especially
when planning new developments and
buildings or new infrastructure.
In terms of masts, there will be a need
for a significantly higher concentration
of antena technology, particularly in
urban areas, to deliver the headline user
experience described above. This will
need the co-operation of government
and local authorities to provide more
readily available access to street
furniture and other infrastructure to
enable deployment. All of this will
need to be underpinned by a densely
structured fibre network and the latest
in ultrafast Mmwave technology.
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services being undertaken, this will
require near instant access to
information resources, and for that
information to be closer to the user.
Relying on information being stored in
internet exchanges in London or
Manchester will not deliver the 5G user
experience, and the
latency requirement
of <1millisecond will
mean peering at
The amount of data and content
Internet Exchanges
being used by the consumer is
located in Scotland
growing exponentially and is only
is also a
forecast to grow
fundamental
requirement.

Due to the higher data demand
transferring between a significantly
greater number of devices and antenna,
a more effective and efficient use of
spectrum will need to be identified; and
there will simply need to be more
spectrum capacity made available to
cope with that
demand.

With an increase
in new equipment
being installed, all
energy hungry,
greater consideration
and innovation will be
required regarding
sustainable energy
supplies and battery
power technology; it will be essential that
there is enough power supply both in
urban and rural areas.

The amount of data and content
being used by the consumer is growing
exponentially, and that rate of growth is
only forecast to increase. Whether that is
growth through new advances in
technology such as autonomous
vehicles or increasing utilization of smart
technologies; the Internet of Things is
fast becoming a reality. Combined with
the greater number of transactions and
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None of these
6 pillars are new;
however the way in which the will need
to mesh together as a unified digital
network is; government, regulators,
business and the telecoms sector
need to work together to enable that to
happen in Scotland to deliver the vision
of a world class user experience.

THE ROAD
AHEAD

While SFT’s work has
already identified early
interventions, further
exploration and scoping
is needed to underpin
the delivery.

S

FT’s remit is the plotting of
the roadmap for delivering
the world-class infrastructure
needed to underpin the vision
of ‘any device, anywhere at
any time’. Building on the 6 key pillars
identified, this programme incorporates
diverse workstreams and includes
looking at the variables in which any
infrastructure will operate. The work is
about taking a strategic approach to
delivering technological and consumer
change. While SFT’s work has already
identified early interventions, further
exploration and scoping is needed to
underpin the delivery. To this end, SFT’s
activity falls into three interlinked work
streams:
>

The Wider Digital Environment

>

Intervention Initiatives

>

Project and Programme Delivery

These strands are the ‘thinking,
shaping and doing’. Each strand looks
to consider the ‘deliverability’ of the
suitable projects, while the roadmap
must continue to evolve as elements
evolve, new strands are identified, and
technology changes, which is more than
likely in such a disruptive environment.

The six key pillars feed into the
workstreams previously outlined.
These are classified by their maturity
and stage of delivery:
•

The Wider Digital Environment - or
Shaping - seeks to understand the
wider digital environment and how
it can be shaped and supported.
This includes engagement with key
regulatory parties, such as Ofcom,
planning and policy considerations,
the Electronic Communications
code, the European Cost Reduction
Directive, wider business rates regime
and current planning policy.

•

Intervention Initiatives – or
Developing - seek to develop
initiatives which have been
identified as part of the World Class
programme. For example, the
European Regional Development
Fund mobile broadband programme
in the Highlands and Islands region,
which is linked to a wider 4G wireless
infill programme, the public wireless
programme and digital infrastructure
for affordable housing.

•

Project and Programme Delivery –
or Doing - which captures activity in
the delivery phase. This includes the
community mast projects and TV
white space trials.

The programme seeks to identify the
right interventions from the public sector
at the right time, recognising that the
private sector should be the first point
of intervention to deliver connectivity.
Where this is not possible, or requires
assistance, then the wider public sector
needs to consider the levers and
funding it has at its disposal to make
the maximum impact across Scotland.
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CONCLUSION

A

prosperous and inclusive
Scotland needs world-class
digital connectivity. Every
Scot has the right to reap
the benefits of digital
transformation that are ‘any time,
any place, anywhere’.
SFT Connect is already demonstrating
its unique position, striving to improve
the quality of the connections across
Scotland by collaborating with
stakeholders. The SFT Connect team
talks about ‘shaping, developing and
delivering’. This collaboration with
industry, government and the regulator
will define how ‘future-proofing’
proceeds. Over time, success will be
measured by how far Scotland has
travelled on its journey to ‘world-class’
and whether it arrives at this destination.
It is a worthy goal and ambition that will
truly benefit all of Scotland’s citizens.
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